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Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, United States,
2004. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Anchor Books.. 201 x
130 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Harley-
Davidson bikers . . . Grand Canyon river rats. . .Mormon
archaeologists. . . Spelling bee prodigies For more than fifteen
years, best-selling author and historian Hampton Sides has
traveled widely across the continent exploring the America that
lurks just behind the scrim of our mainstream culture.
Reporting for Outside, The New Yorker, and NPR, among other
national media, the award-winning journalist has established a
reputation not only as a wry observer of the contemporary
American scene but also as one of our more inventive and
versatile practitioners of narrative non-fiction. In these two
dozen pieces, collected here for the first time, Sides gives us a
fresh, alluring, and at times startling America brimming with
fascinating subcultures and bizarre characters who could live
nowhere else. Following Sides, we crash the redwood retreat of
an apparent cabal of fabulously powerful military-
industrialists, drop in on the Indy 500 of bass fishing, and join a
giant techno-rave at the lip of the Grand Canyon. We meet a
diverse gallery of American visionaries from the impossibly
perky founder of...
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This is actually the very best pdf i actually have study till now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then
never. You will like just how the author publish this ebook.
-- Junior  Lesch-- Junior  Lesch

An exceptional book and also the font utilized was intriguing to read. This is for all who statte there was not a worth
reading. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Tyson Hilper t-- Pr of . Tyson Hilper t
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